The potential 48-satellite constellation offered by the combination of observations from both GPS and GLONASS has extracted considerable interest of existing GPS users and communities all over the world. However, the combination of these satellite systems raises problems that must be considered. The system time and reference frame of GL 9 are different from that of GPS. Moreover, to distinguish among individual satellites, GLONASS satellites employ different frequencies to broadcast their navigational information, which make existing GPS data processing software unable to process GLONASS observations.
A lot of work has been done to deal with the forenamed problems [~5]. This paper mainly analyzes the major errors and discusses their reduction approaches with respect to combined GPS/GLONASS positioning.
Resolving the difference of system time
In combined GPS/GLONASS data processing, the difference between the two system times must be considered. Otherwise, systematic errors will affect the combined positioning solution.
To determine this difference in the time reference systems, a number of procedures are available, and two of them will be discussed as follows.
2.1
Introducing a second receiver clock offset Different receiver clock offsets are introduced with respect to GPS and GLONASS system time. These two clock offsets are instantaneously determined at each observation epoch together with three unknowns of the receiver position.
The simplified non-linear observation equation for a pseudorange observation to satellite S of an arbitrary system (GPS or GL 9 by an observer R can be written as:
Expanded with Taylor series around an approximate position Po,we obtain the linearized equation With the receiver clock error 8tn = tn -tsy~( tsys is the GPS or GLONASS system time, respectively) as one of the unknowns, it is clear that in combined GPS/GLONASS processing two receiver clock offsets have to be introduced, one for the receiver offset with respect to GPS time and the other for that with respect to GLQNASS time. Thus two different observation equations are obtained for a GPS satellite i and a GLONASS satellite j :
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tGLONASS, toP S iS the system time of GPS and tGLONASS is the system time of GLONASS.
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